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ABSTRACT
Theoretical Studies of the Structure and Stability of Metal Chalcogenide Crn Tem  (1≤n≤6, 1≤m≤8)
clusters 
By Sweta Prabha
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Science at
Virginia Commonwealth University.
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2019
Major Director: Prof. Shiv N. Khanna
In  the  presented  work,  first  principle  studies  on  electronic  structure,  stability,  and  magnetic
properties of metal chalcogenide, CrnTem  clusters have been carried out within a density functional
framework using generalized gradient functions to incorporate the exchange and correlation effects.
The  energetic  and  electronic  stability  was  investigated,  and  it  was  found  that  they  are  not  always
correlated  as  seen  in  the  cluster  Cr6 Te8  which  has  smaller  gap  between  its  HOMO  (Highest
Occupied  Molecular  Orbital)  and  LUMO  (Lowest  Unoccupied  Molecular  Orbital)  and  a  high
electron  affinity  of  3.39  eV  indicating  lower  electronic  stability  whereas  higher  fragmentation
energy indicating energetic stability. The high electron affinity shows that the stability of Cr6 Te8
cluster  can  be  enhanced  by  adding  charge  donating  ligands  including  PEt3  to  form  stable
Cr6 Te8 PEt36  clusters  as  seen  in  experiments 1,2.  The  other  cluster  of  interest  was  Cr4 Te6  in
which  energetic  stability  was  accompanied  with  electronic  inertness  marked  by  its  large  HOMO-
LUMO gap, non-magnetic ground state and high fragmentation energy.
VIIPrinted by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and Motivation
Atomic clusters are the novel frontier of solid-state physics that provides unique properties different
from bulk solids.  In the past  few decades,  there has been advancement in experimental  techniques
enabling researchers to synthesize sub-nanoscale clusters containing few to a thousand atoms. These
nanoclusters display distinct properties from their bulk behavior. For example, gold in its bulk form
is  a  noble  metal  whereas  in  its  cluster  form  it  serves  as  an  excellent  catalyst  and  hence  is  highly
reactive3.  The  concept  of  stable  clusters  was  generated  from the  idea  of  magic  clusters.  Knight  et
al.4 showed that for clusters of Sodium containing N atoms, the mass spectra show large peaks at N
= 8, 20, 40, 58 and 92 which implies clusters of these sizes are more stable than their neighboring
sizes.  It  was realized that  these numbers  could be understood within a  model  of  a  confined nearly
free electron gas. In this model states are grouped into electronic levels for clusters corresponding to
1S21P61D102S21F142P6….. which is analogous to atomic levels in atoms. It is found that chemical
properties  of  several  metallic  clusters  can  be  predicted  by  using  Shell  model.  As  seen  by  experi-
ments on Aluminum clusters, structures with closed shells are more stable5. With the knowledge of
this new area involving interaction between atoms in nanoscale, a huge scope of study and synthesis
of nanoclusters came into existence. The structures and properties could be optimized by changing
the element or group of elements. The type and arrangement of atoms governed the physical proper-
ties  including magnetic,  optical,  mechanical  properties  and the  reactivities  of  these  structures.  The
identification of stable clusters opened the possibility of using these as building blocks of new three-
dimensional  solids  called  Cluster-Assembled  Materials  (CAMs)6,7.  In  the  past  two  decades,
attempts  has been made to devise cluster  assembled materials  and investigate their  properties  both
theoretically and experimentally. Density Functional Theory is a significant tool for determining the
properties of these CAMs theoretically. One of the key propositions is to understand the transforma-
tion  of  properties  as  nanostructures  build  upward  from  individual  motifs  termed  as  “bottom-up”
approach. For small sizes, grouping of electronic states take place into orbital shells and the stability
of the structure depends on filling of these orbital shells. This idea of constructing custom materials
using CAMs as the building blocks offers a huge prospect to form various class of cluster systems. 
In  this  study,  one  such  class  namely,  metal-chalcogenide  cluster  has  been  investigated.  The  term
chalcogenide  refers  to  dianionic  elements  from  group  16  (VIA),  of  the  periodic  table;  namely,
sulfur, S2-; oxygen, O2-; selenium, Se2-  ; and tellurium, Te2-. Covalent Bonds between metals and
chalcogen forms a material which possesses broad valence and conduction bands while maintaining
a  band  gap  (d-orbital  of  metals  mix  with  s-  and  p-  orbitals  of  chalcogen  and  lift  its  degeneracy).
Experiments2,8 have shown that pairing chalcogens with transition metals give rise to stable clusters
with  interesting  optical,  magnetic  and  electronic  properties  all  sensitive  to  impurities/vacancies.
Thus metal-chalcogenide clusters form a new class of superatoms with promising properties. Since
these  clusters  were  sensitive  to  impurities  or  vacancies,  there  was  room  for  capping  them  with
ligands and studies2  showed that ligated metal chalcogenide clusters displayed phenomenal proper-
ties.  As  seen  in  the  case  of  Ni9Te6(PEt3)8(ligated  metal-chalcogenide  clusters),  which  behaves  as
excellent  charge donor  and can donate  charge to  C60  which is  a  slightly  acceptor  material  to  form
ionic  crystal.  This  phenomenon  was  explained  by  Chauhan  et  al9  as  the  charge  transferred  from
PEt3  to  Ni9Te6  created  an  internal,  coulombic  potential  well  that  lifts  the  quantum  states  of  the
cluster  lowering  its  ionization  potential.   Figure  1  shows  few  experimentally  synthesized  ligated
metal-chalcogenide clusters whereas Figure 2 shows the structures of metal chalcogenide materials
formed by the anchoring of ligated clusters with C60.
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Figure 1 :
Examples of synthesized ligated Metal - chalcogenide clusters
Figure 2 :
Cluster Assembled Materials of metal chalcogenide clusters with C60
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1.2 Objectives
The objective of this current study is  to explore Chromium-Tellurium metal  chalcogenide clusters.
Chromium is  a  group 6 element with atomic number 24.  It  comes under the category of  transition
metals  with  half-filled d-orbital  that  is  responsible  for  its  remarkable  magnetic  properties.  It  is  the
only known element that shows antiferromagnetic ordering at room temperature. It can pair up with
chalcogenide  metals  to  give  various  clusters  with  inordinate  physical  and  chemical  properties.
Tellurium  belongs  to  the  chalcogenide  group.  An  atom  has  the  tendency  to  follow  the  8-N  rule
which refers to the number of single covalent bonds it requires to complete its outer shell. Tellurium
is no exception to it and possesses 8-N rule dependency and this property can be exercised to form
novel  cluster  materials.  High spin 3-d transition metals  paired with chalcogenides involves mixing
between d-orbitals of metal and s and p orbital of the chalcogen which results in lifting of degener-
acy and the separation between orbitals can be manipulated by optimizing the geometric structures.
Metal  Chalcogenide  systems  like  Cobalt-Selenium,  Cobalt-Tellurium,  Molybdenum-Selenium  and
Nickel-Tellurium  has  been  widely  studied  and  synthesized  whereas  relatively  little  information  is
available  about  Chromium-Tellurium  clusters.  There  has  been  conflicting  experimental  studies  on
Cr6Te8(PEt3) 6 clusters with one experiment identifying it as ferrimagnetic and the other as antiferro-
magnetic.  Electronic  structures  of  Chromium-Tellurium  systems  are  interesting.  Congener
Mo6Se8(PEt3)68  is  nonmagnetic  with  large  HOMO-LUMO  gap,  while  chromium-based  clusters
appear  to  have  local  moments.  Chromium  based  clusters  also  have  close  lying  isomers  and  the
magnetic moment is affected by changing the ligand or charge state. All these information leads to
inquisitive focus of many researchers towards Chromium based clusters. Experimental findings10 of
electronic and chemical  properties  of  Chromium-Oxygen clusters  agreed with the predicted results
of theoretical Density Functional Theory calculations and based on this notion, the systematic study
of  pure  Chromium,  Chromium-Tellurium  and  Ligated  Chromium  Tellurium  clusters  has  been
carried out theoretically within density functional framework.
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II. COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH
2.1 Density Functional Theory
Density  functional  theory  is  one  of  the  most  popular  and  successful  quantum-mechanical
approaches  in  studying  solid  state  physics  and  cluster  systems 62.  It  can  be  applied  to  calculate
binding  energy  of  clusters  and  band  structures.  Two  core  theorems  of  DFT are  i)  the  Hohenberg-
Kohn theorem and ii) Kohn-Sham equations. 
In quantum mechanics, we all learnt that all information we can possibly have about a given system
of electrons in  atoms,  molecules  and solids  is  contained in its  wave function that  is  denoted by ψ.
The nuclear degrees of freedom appear in the form of a potential v(r) acting on the electrons. This
wavefunction  is  calculated  from Schrodinger’s  equation  which  for  a  single  electron  with  potential
V(r) is given by,
- iℏ
2m
∇2+ V( r)ψ( r) = ϵψ( r) (1)
which in Hamiltonian operator form is written as,
H- ψ = E ψ (2)
If there are more than one nuclei, it becomes a many body problem,
However, the motion of nuclei and electrons can be separated using the Born-Oppenheimer approxi-
mation  that  simplifies  the  problem  allowing  treatment  of  electronic  degrees  of  freedom  for  fixed
position of nuclei. In Born-Oppenheimer approximation, Schrodinger equation is given by, 

i=1
N - 1
2
∇i2+
A=1
M
V-ext(ri) +
i=1
N 
j>i
N
V-eeri, r j ψ = Eψ (3)
where the first term is the kinetic energy operator, second and third term are nucleus-electron interac-
tion potential and the repulsive electron-electron potential operators respectively.ψ is the N-electron
wavefunction.  Equation  (4)  can  be  solved  in  two  ways,  Hartree-Fock  Approximation  and  Density
Functional Theory:
Hartee-Fock (HF) approximation:
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tion potential and the repulsive electron-electron potential operators respectively.ψ is the N-electron
wavefunction.  Equation  (4)  can  be  solved  in  two  ways,  Hartree-Fock  Approximation  and  Density
Functional Theory:
Hartee-Fock (HF) approximation:
The solution of the Schrodinger equation involving electronic Hamiltonian is the wavefunction, ψe 
that depends on the position of electrons and nuclei (4)
ψe = ψ{ ri}, {RA} (5)
Spin is another important quantity in describing the properties of electrons. Two quantities spin up
(α(s)) and spin down (β(s)) exists, where both of these are functions of variable s. Each electron can
thus be represented by two quantities, 
x =  r, s (6)
The  wavefunctions  in  molecular  electronic  structure  is  described  by  a  molecular  orbital.  A  spatial
orbital  Ψi( r)  describes  the  distribution  of  an  electron  at  position  so  that  the  probability  of  finding
that electron in a region d r is 1. The addition of spin takes the spatial orbital to a spin orbital which
is defined for one electron as,
χ(x) =  ψ( r)α(s)ψ ( r)β(s) (7)
For  N-electron  system,  the  fully  anti-symmetrized  determinant  wavefunction  that  minimizes  the
total energy of a fully interacting Hamiltonian is given by,
ψHF x1, x2 ... .... xN = (N !)-1/2
χi(x1) χ j (x1) ... ... ... .. χk (x1)χi (x2) χ j (x2) ... ... ... .. χk(x2)
⋱ ⋱⋱ ⋱ ⋱⋱ ⋱ ⋱ ⋱χi (xN) χ j (xN) ... ... ... .. χk (xN)
(8)
where, (N!)-12  is the normalization constant. The matrix and its solution are called Slater Determi-
nant and the procedure is called Hartree-Fock Approximation (HF).
when  the  Hartree  product  is  antisymmetrized  to  obtain  the  Slater  determinant,  exchange  effect  is
seen. 
Density Functional Theory is governed by two underlying theorems, Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem and
Kohn-Sham Theorem,
Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem 
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Density Functional Theory is governed by two underlying theorems, Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem and
Kohn-Sham Theorem,
Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem 
First Hohenberg Kohn -Theorem: First theorem states that the ground state electron density ρ(~r)
of an electronic system uniquely determines the external potential acting on the electrons up to an
additive constant.
The  external  potential  Vext  is  determined,  within  a  trivial  additive  constant,  by  the  ground  state
electron density, ρ(r) . This tells us that the wave function can be determined from the ground state
electron density along with all other properties of the system. It is concluded that same ground state
electron  density  cannot  correspond  to  two  different  external  potential.  The  ground  state  electron
density determines the total number of electron through,
N = ρ( r)ⅆ r (9)
Hence, ρ( r) uniquely determines the Hamiltonian via N and Vext.
The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem  states that,  once the Hamiltonian is known using the first
theorem,  in  principle,  the  wavefunction  of  any  state  can  be  obtained  by  solving  the  Schrodinger
equation.  Consequently  the  ground  state  wavefunction  along  with  all  the  ground  state  properties
such as kinetic and potential energies are uniquely determined by the ground state electron density,
ρ(r). Thus for a given external potential the total energy becomes a functional of  ρ(r) as follows,
E[ρ] = T[ρ] + Vee[ρ] + ρ( r)v( r)ⅆ r = FHK[ρ] + ρ( r)v( r)ⅆ r (10)
where FH K[ρ] is the Hohenburg-Kohn functional which is the combination of kinetic energy (T[ρ])
and Coulomb repulsion (Vee[ρ]). 
This theorem provides a variational principle with ρ(r) as the basic variable to solve for E[ρ]. It says
that for a given trial density ρ˜ ( r)  with constraints ∫ρ˜ ( r)ⅆ r = N and ρ˜( r) ≥ 0 , total energy function
will be given by,
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where FH K[ρ] is the Hohenburg-Kohn functional which is the combination of kinetic energy (T[ρ])
and Coulomb repulsion (Vee[ρ]). 
This theorem provides a variational principle with ρ(r) as the basic variable to solve for E[ρ]. It says
that for a given trial density ρ˜ ( r)  with constraints ∫ρ˜ ( r)ⅆ r = N and ρ˜( r) ≥ 0 , total energy function
will be given by,
E0 ≤ Ev[ρ˜] (11)
where, Ev[ρ˜] is the energy functional of,
Ev[ρ˜] = T[ρ] + Une[ρ] + Vee[ρ] = ρ( r)v( r)ⅆ r + FHK[ρ] (12)
with,
FHK[ρ] = F[ρ] = T[ρ] + Vee[ρ]
where FHK[ρ]  is  the Hohenburg-Kohn functional  which is  the combination of  kinetic  energy (T[ρ])
and Coulomb repulsion (Vee[ρ]). Thus assuming E[ρ˜] is differentiable, the two theorems yield the
fundamental expression of DFT. The electron density which minimizes E[ρ] is obtained via station-
ary principle,
δE[ρ] - μρ( r)ⅆ r - N = 0 (13)
where μ is Lagrange multiplier for the constraint  ρ( r)ⅆ r = N ,called chemical potential. The above
expression tells us that the ground-state energy and its density are the minimum to some functional
E[ρ]. Eq. (17) yields the value of μ at the minimum for a constraint minimization,
μ = Vext + δFHKδρ( r) (14)
In the HK theorems, we learnt about the possibility of calculating ground state properties by know-
ing the ground state electron density. 
Kohn-Sham method:
The  Kohn-Sham  method  provides  the  computational  scheme  to  calculate  ground  state  electron
density, ρ(r)  .There are a set of Kohn-Sham equations that are solve self consistently to obtain ρ(r)
that minimizes E[ρ].
First a non interacting N-electron system with the same electron density as the real system of inter-
est is defined for reference. The Hamiltonian for such system can be written as,
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Kohn-Sham method:
The  Kohn-Sham  method  provides  the  computational  scheme  to  calculate  ground  state  electron
density, ρ(r)  .There are a set of Kohn-Sham equations that are solve self consistently to obtain ρ(r)
that minimizes E[ρ].
First a non interacting N-electron system with the same electron density as the real system of inter-
est is defined for reference. The Hamiltonian for such system can be written as,
V- = 
i=1
N - 1
2
∇i2+
A=1
M
vs( ri) =
i=1
N
hi
- (15)
where,  hi
.
 is  the  single  electron  Hamiltonian  and  vs(ri)  is  single-electron  potential.  For  this  system
the  ground  state  wavefunction  can  be  given  by  a  Slater  type  determinant  of  the  N  lowest  energy
states. 
Its kinetic energy can be calculated exactly and is given by,
Tks[ρ] = -ψs 
i=1
N 1
2
∇i2 ψs
= -
i=1
N ψi 1
2
∇2 ψi
(16)
where ψi’s represent the single electron orbitals and are eigenstates of one electron Hamiltonian hi. .
 As electron-electron interactions are absent, the kinetic energy functional (TKS[ρ]) of the reference
system is  not  equal  to T[ρ]  of  the interacting system. Kohn and Sham wrote E[ρ]  in the following
formKohn and Sham wrote E[ρ] in the following form,
E[ρ] = Tks[ρ] + J[ρ] + Exc[ρ] + ρ( r)Vext ⅆ r (17)
Here, J[ρ] is the classical electron-electron repulsion energy and Exc[ρ] is called Exchange-Correla-
tion function given by,
Exc[ρ] = ( T[ρ] - Ts[ρ] ) + (Vee[ρ] - J[ρ]) (18)
Using stationary principle (Eq. 13), a condition on ρ (r) that minimizes  E[ρ]  is given by,
μ = Vext + δJ[ρ]δρ( r) + δExc[ρ]δρ( r) + δTKS[ρ]δρ( r) (19)
From Eq. (14) and (19), 
vs = Vext + δJ[ρ]δρ( r) + δExc[ρ]δρ( r)
= Vext +  ρ r '
r - r ' d r ' + Vxc
(20)
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where , exchange correlation potential is defined as follows,
Vxc = δExc[ρ]δρ( r) (21)
Thus,  we  can  see  that  the  problem  of  interacting  N-electron  system  under  Vext  is  mapped  into  a
problem of non-interacting electrons moving under an effective potential of Veff = vs (r). Thus, the
set of N-single electron equation are known as Kohn-Sham equations and  is given as,
- 1
2
∇i2 + V- ef f ( ri)  ψi = ϵi ψi (22)
The ground state electron density and single electron Kohn-Sham orbitals are related as follows,
ρ( r) = 
i=1
N ψi( r) 2 (23)
Eq. (20) and Eq. (22) are solved self consistently to obtain Kohn Sham orbitals ψi’s under the con-
straint in Eq. (23). The total energy in Kohn Sham formalism is written as,
E[ρ] = ψi - 1
2
∇i2+ Vef f ( ri) ψi +  ρ( r1) ρ( r2)
r1 - r2 ⅆ r1 ⅆ r2 + Exc[ρ] + ρ( r)Vext ⅆ r (24)
This is solved self consistently by starting with some trial charge density and generating Ve f f . Then
we solve the Kohn-Sham equations to get ψi ' s and calculate ρ(r). This process is repeated until the
output charge density and energy are same as input values.
In  DFT,  ground  state  energy  can  be  calculated  using  a  functional  expression  for  Exchange-
correlation
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2.2 Theoretical Methods
First Principle electronic structure studies has been carried out using the Amsterdam Density Func-
tional (ADF) set of codes11.  An exchange and correlation functional based on generalized gradient
approximation  (GGA)  as  proposed  by  Perdew,  Burke,  and  Ernzerhof  (PBE)12  is  found  to  give
reasonable  estimates  of  the  experimentally  available  binding  energy  and  electronic  properties  of
related systems. In the ADF code, the electronic wave function of the cluster is formed by a combina-
tion  of  Slater-type  orbitals  (STO)  centered  at  the  atomic  sites  and  the  cluster  wave  functions  are
created  from  a  linear  combination  of  these  atomic  orbitals.  A  TZ2P  basis  set  and  a  small  frozen
electron  core  has  been  used.  In  all  cases,  the  total  energies  and  the  forces  at  the  atomic  sites  are
computed and the local  ground state  for  each structure  is  obtained by using quasi-Newton method
without  any  symmetry  restriction.  In  each  step,  the  zero-order  regular  approximation  (ZORA)  is
used to incorporate scalar-relativistic effect13.  The calculations covered the neutral as well cationic
species,  and  several  possible  spin  multiplicities  and  local  orientation  of  spins  were  considered  to
find the ground state. To validate this methodology, calculations were performed on Cr2, Cr2+, Cr6,
Cr2O  and  Cr2O2  clusters  for  which  experimental  data  on  the  bond  length,  binding  energy,  and
electron binding energy are available. Oxygen was chosen because no data could be found for Cr-Te
clusters,  and O and Te belong to  the  same column of  the  periodic  table.  Fig  3  compares  the  bond
distance  of  Cr  dimer  calculated  using  PBE  and  PBEO  functional  with  the  reported  data.  Table  1
compares  the  calculated  values  using  the  PBE  and  PBE0  functionals  with  experimental  values.
Here, IP represents the adiabatic ionization energy, VDE represents the vertical detachment energy
obtained by the energy difference between the ground state of the anion and the neutral in the same
geometry  as  anionic  ground  state,  while  EA represents  the  adiabatic  electron  affinity  representing
the  difference  between  the  ground  state  energy  of  anion  and  that  of  the  neutral  cluster.  The  VDE
corresponds to the first  peak in the photo-detachment spectra of  the anionic clusters.  Note that  the
PBE functional provides a much better representation of the available experimental data and is used
in the remainder of this work.
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Figure 3 : Bond - Distance vs Binding Energies of Cr -
dimer for antiferromagnetic, ferromagnetic and excited
states (a) Previously Reported14 (b) calculated using
PBE0 functional (c) calculated using PBE functional
Cluster Exp. PBE PBE0
Cr2 Bond Dist. 1.68 Å15 1.70 Å 2.50 Å
Cr I.P. 6.77 eV 7.38 eV 7.07 eV
Cr2 I.P. 6.4 ± 0.2 eV16
6.89 ± 0.08 eV17
7.37 eV 6.40 eV
Cr2 +B.E. 1.3 eV18 1.70 eV 1.52 eV
Cr2 B.E. 1.42 ± 0.10 eV18
1.443 ± 0.05 eV17
1.62 eV 0.85 eV
Cr2 O VDE 1.10 eV19 0.98 eV 0.70 eV
Cr2 O2 VDE 1.67 eV19 1.10 eV 1.07 eV
Cr6 VDE 2.0 eV 1.60 eV 1.78 eV
Cr6 VDE 1.9 eV20 1.51 eV 1.50 eV
Table 1. Relevant experimental measurements,
and calculated results using PBE, and PBE0 functionals.
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III. Structure and Properties of CrnTem 
Clusters
3.1 Pure Chromium Clusters
In the present work, a systematic study of pure chromium cluster from sizes Crn  (n=1-6) has been
carried out and the effect of adding Tellurium atoms on the physical and chemical properties were
analyzed. Figure 4 shows the structure, spins and average bond lengths of pure chromium clusters.
A single chromium atom has a spin magnetic moment of 6 µb. It possesses a ground state of 7S3, in a
3d54s1  configuration21.  The  bond-length  of  Cr2  dimer  is  found  to  be  1.68  Å42  which  is  in  good
agreement  with  the  calculated  value  in  the  present  study.  This  value  is  drastically  shorter  than the
Cr-Cr bond-length in bulk which is 2.50 Å 22. Chromium atom has six unpaired electron and ideally
it should produce a dimer with six bonds but in this case the binding energy is too low (1.53 ± 0.05
eV)23.  The small value of binding energy is assumed to be the result of size difference between 4s
and  3d  orbitals  as  well  as  influence  from  exchange  energy.  The  ionization  potential  and  binding
energy calculated in the present investigation are 7.37 eV and 1.62 eV respectively which are in fair
agreement  with  the  experimental  values  of  6.89±0.08 eV 17  and 1.44±0.05 eV17  respectively.  The
Cr-Cr  bond-length  increases  with  addition  of  chromium  atoms.  Chromium  trimer  is  ferrimagnetic
with  local  spins  5.0  µb,  5.0  µband  -4.0  µbin  its  three  atoms  with  a  septuplet  spin  and  magnetic
moment of 6 µb which was claimed in the work of Lopez-Estrada et. al.24 The Chromium tetramer is
deemed antiferromagnetic with an average bond length of 2.35 Å. The local spins on each chromium
atoms were  found to  be  4.7  µband -4.7  µb.  It  forms a  planar  rhombus structure  and on addition of
another  chromium,  that  is  chromium  pentamer  forms  a  distorted  tetragonal  bipyramidal  structure
with an average bond length of 2.39 Å, almost close to chromium tetramer. The ground state of Cr6
is antiferromagnetic with a structure resembling a distorted octahedron. The average bond length is
about  2.38  Å.  Further,  addition  of  Tellurium atoms  to  these  pure  clusters  effect  both  the  structure
and  properties  of  the  clusters.  In  the  course  of  this  thesis,  the  effect  of  adding  tellurium  to  pure
chromium has been explored by means of theoretical calculations.
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Figure 4 :
Structure and magnetic properties of pure Crn (n = 1 - 6) clusters
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3.2 Structures and Ground State Spins of CrnTem 
Clusters
Figure  5  and  6  shows  the  ground  state  geometries  and  total  magnetic  spins  of  CrnTem  clusters,
n=1-4, and m=0-6. The local spin magnetic moments at the chromium and Tellurium site has been
shown with  progression  of  geometry  as  the  Te  atoms are  added one  at  a  time.  The  nature  of  cou-
pling is shown as Te atoms are added. 
The average Cr-Cr and Cr-Te bond-lengths and the overall spin magnetic moment of the cluster has
been indicated. The total magnetic moment of the cluster is the integral sum of all the spin up and
spin down magnetic moment in a sphere around the metallic sites. As we have seen previously, the
spin  magnetic  moment  of  Cr  atom is  6  µb.  When the  first  tellurium atom is  added,  the  moment  is
lowered  to  4  µb  with  chromium  site  showing  a  local  spin  moment  of  4.8  µb.  There  is  no  further
change  in  overall  moment  up  to  three  tellurium atoms.  The  net  moment  is  still  4  µb  with  Cr  sites
possessing  local  spin  moments  of  4.6  µb  and  4.5  µb  for  two  and  three  Te  atoms  respectively.  The
lowering of  net  magnetic  moment  is  due to  the  opposite  polarization of  tellurium atoms in  CrTem
clusters.  When  the  fourth  tellurium  atom  is  added,  the  net  moment  is  further  reduced  to  2  µb.
Chromium dimer is antiferromagnetic with local moments of 3.0 µb  as reported by previous studies
14  and addition of one Te atom doesn’t make much difference in terms of net magnetic moment of
the cluster. However, the bond-distance of Cr dimer is stretched from 1.70 Å to 2.62 Å. This increase
in  bond-length  is  presumably  because  the  Te  atom  mediate  the  interaction  between  multiple  Cr
atoms which effect is also reflected in Cr2Te2  both in bond distance and net magnetic moment. The
average bond distance between chromium atoms in Cr2Te2  is 2.57 Å.  There is a drastic change in
magnetic moment with addition of two tellurium atoms. Cr2Te2  is ferromagnetic with a net mag-
netic moment of 8 µb  due to the bridging by Tellurium atoms between two chromium atoms which
leads  to  super-exchange  interaction  across  chromium sites.  Addition  of  third  and  fourth  Te  atoms
renders  the  cluster  non-magnetic  which  refers  to  quenching  of  the  local  spins  of  Cr  sites  by  Te
atoms.There is no visible change in average Cr-Cr bond distance in Cr2Te3  and Cr2Te4  clusters.
It can be concluded that addition of tellurium atoms in a pure Cr cluster changes the magnetic spins
due to the modification of the structure and mediation of Te atoms carrying -0.6 µb spins in between
Cr  pairs.  The  ground  state  of  chromium trimer  is  ferrimagnetic  with  two  chromium atoms  having
spin moments of  5.0 µb  and -4.0 µb.  The geometry of Cr3  cluster  is  an obtuse angled triangle with
two end Cr sites  aligned with local  moments  of  5.0  µb.  With addition of  1,  2  and 3 Te atoms,  the
magnetic moments were reduced to 4 µb. All these three clusters had Cr3  cores with frustrated spin
moments with two chromium atoms as spin up and the third one antiferromagnetically aligned with
spin  down.  The  local  spin  of  Cr  atoms  in  Cr3Te4  is  further  quenched  with  a  net  moment  of  2  µb.
There was a rise in spin magnetic moment seen for Cr3Te5  cluster. In this cluster, the moments on
all  the  Cr  sites  are  ferromagnetically  aligned.  In  the  Cr3  series  the  average  Cr-Cr  bond  length
increased from 2.17 Å to 2.69 Å from Cr3 to Cr3Te. There is not much stretching seen thereafter and
the average bond length lied between 2.57 to 2.69 Å. Cr3 forms the triangular core and the Te atoms
are all  three coordinated with the Cr atoms except Cr3Te4,  which had two coordinated Te atoms.
The ground state of Cr4 cluster is a rhombus structure that has antiferromagnetically linked Cr sites
with no net magnetic moment. This antiferromagnetic coupling persists upto the addition of one and
two Te  atoms,  but  the  average  Cr-Cr  bond  length  is  stretched  with  introduction  of  Te  atoms.  The
average bond length in Chromium tetramer is 2.35 Å and is increased to 2.72 Å in Cr4Te and 2.73 Å
in Cr4 Te2. Cr4 Te3  and Cr4Te4  clusters, the effect of Te is seen in terms of increased moment.
The net magnetic moments of these clusters are 8 µb. Cr4Te6  is a tetrahedral structure with a core
of Cr4 with each Cr-Cr bond decorated by a Te atom. The cluster has no net spin and the local spin
moments at the Cr sites are also quenched. The magnetic property of this particular cluster has been
studied in detail further.
The ground state of Cr5 cluster is a distorted triangular bipyramidal structure with net moment of 6
µb.  and  a  ferrimagnetic  spin  configuration.  With  the  addition  of  Te  atoms,  the  net  spin  magnetic
moment fluctuates.  With the addition of 1,  2,  3 and 4 Te,  the clusters  are ferrimagnetic with three
spin  up  and  two  spins  down  local  moments  on  Cr  sites.  For  Cr5 Te5  and  Cr5Te6  clusters,  high
spin magnetic moment of 10 µb  is seen due to their ferrimagnetic configuration of four up and one
down states among chromium atoms. With seven Te atoms, the high magnetic moment is quenched
to 2 µb with 3 up and 2 down antiferromagnetic state.
The Cr6Ten  series is particularly interesting due to the high symmetry of Cr6  core. Bare Cr6  clus-
ters are antiferromagnetically aligned moments with no net spin. Addition of 1, 2, 3 and 4 Te atoms
to  bare  Cr6  clusters  doesn’t  affect  the  net  magnetic  moment.  The  six  chromium  atoms  are  still
antiferromagnetically aligned with net spin zero. The average Cr-Cr bond distance is stretched from
2.38 Å  in  bare Cr6  clusters  to 2.69 Å,  2.69 Å  and 2.67 Å  respectively for  the next  three clusters  in
series. With addition of 5, 6, 7 and 8 Te atoms, the net magnetic spin increases and are ferrimagneti-
cally  aligned  resulting  in  a  moment  of  6  µb,  4  µb,  6  µb,  and  6  µb  respectively.  Cr6Te8  cluster  is
highly  symmetric  with  a  net  moment  of  6  µb.  The  core  comprises  of  a  distorted  octahedron  with
each face decorated by a  Te atom. The symmetry point  group of  the cluster  is  D2 d.  The magnetic
spins  are  ferrimagnetic  and  the  geometry  is  same  as  found  in  ligated  Cr6 Te8  clusters.  Ligated
Cr6 Te8  clusters  has  been  synthesized  in  solution  by  Hessen  et  al16.  From Fig  6  ,  it  can  be  con-
cluded  that  the  largest  moment  is  attained  for  Cr5 Te5  and  Cr5 Te6  clusters.  Three  clusters,
Cr2 Te3,  Cr2 Te4  and  Cr4 Te6  are  seen  to  be  non-magnetic  with  all  local  Cr  spin  magnetic
moments quenched.
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Figure  5  and  6  shows  the  ground  state  geometries  and  total  magnetic  spins  of  CrnTem  clusters,
n=1-4, and m=0-6. The local spin magnetic moments at the chromium and Tellurium site has been
shown with  progression  of  geometry  as  the  Te  atoms are  added one  at  a  time.  The  nature  of  cou-
pling is shown as Te atoms are added. 
The average Cr-Cr and Cr-Te bond-lengths and the overall spin magnetic moment of the cluster has
been indicated. The total magnetic moment of the cluster is the integral sum of all the spin up and
spin down magnetic moment in a sphere around the metallic sites. As we have seen previously, the
spin  magnetic  moment  of  Cr  atom is  6  µb.  When the  first  tellurium atom is  added,  the  moment  is
lowered  to  4  µb  with  chromium  site  showing  a  local  spin  moment  of  4.8  µb.  There  is  no  further
change  in  overall  moment  up  to  three  tellurium atoms.  The  net  moment  is  still  4  µb  with  Cr  sites
possessing  local  spin  moments  of  4.6  µb  and  4.5  µb  for  two  and  three  Te  atoms  respectively.  The
lowering of  net  magnetic  moment  is  due to  the  opposite  polarization of  tellurium atoms in  CrTem
clusters.  When  the  fourth  tellurium  atom  is  added,  the  net  moment  is  further  reduced  to  2  µb.
Chromium dimer is antiferromagnetic with local moments of 3.0 µb  as reported by previous studies
14  and addition of one Te atom doesn’t make much difference in terms of net magnetic moment of
the cluster. However, the bond-distance of Cr dimer is stretched from 1.70 Å to 2.62 Å. This increase
in  bond-length  is  presumably  because  the  Te  atom  mediate  the  interaction  between  multiple  Cr
atoms which effect is also reflected in Cr2Te2  both in bond distance and net magnetic moment. The
average bond distance between chromium atoms in Cr2Te2  is 2.57 Å.  There is a drastic change in
magnetic moment with addition of two tellurium atoms. Cr2Te2  is ferromagnetic with a net mag-
netic moment of 8 µb  due to the bridging by Tellurium atoms between two chromium atoms which
leads  to  super-exchange  interaction  across  chromium sites.  Addition  of  third  and  fourth  Te  atoms
renders  the  cluster  non-magnetic  which  refers  to  quenching  of  the  local  spins  of  Cr  sites  by  Te
atoms.There is no visible change in average Cr-Cr bond distance in Cr2Te3  and Cr2Te4  clusters.
It can be concluded that addition of tellurium atoms in a pure Cr cluster changes the magnetic spins
due to the modification of the structure and mediation of Te atoms carrying -0.6 µb spins in between
Cr  pairs.  The  ground  state  of  chromium trimer  is  ferrimagnetic  with  two  chromium atoms  having
spin moments of  5.0 µb  and -4.0 µb.  The geometry of Cr3  cluster  is  an obtuse angled triangle with
two end Cr sites  aligned with local  moments  of  5.0  µb.  With addition of  1,  2  and 3 Te atoms,  the
magnetic moments were reduced to 4 µb. All these three clusters had Cr3  cores with frustrated spin
moments with two chromium atoms as spin up and the third one antiferromagnetically aligned with
spin  down.  The  local  spin  of  Cr  atoms  in  Cr3Te4  is  further  quenched  with  a  net  moment  of  2  µb.
There was a rise in spin magnetic moment seen for Cr3Te5  cluster. In this cluster, the moments on
all  the  Cr  sites  are  ferromagnetically  aligned.  In  the  Cr3  series  the  average  Cr-Cr  bond  length
increased from 2.17 Å to 2.69 Å from Cr3 to Cr3Te. There is not much stretching seen thereafter and
the average bond length lied between 2.57 to 2.69 Å. Cr3 forms the triangular core and the Te atoms
are all  three coordinated with the Cr atoms except Cr3Te4,  which had two coordinated Te atoms.
The ground state of Cr4 cluster is a rhombus structure that has antiferromagnetically linked Cr sites
with no net magnetic moment. This antiferromagnetic coupling persists upto the addition of one and
two Te  atoms,  but  the  average  Cr-Cr  bond  length  is  stretched  with  introduction  of  Te  atoms.  The
average bond length in Chromium tetramer is 2.35 Å and is increased to 2.72 Å in Cr4Te and 2.73 Å
in Cr4 Te2. Cr4 Te3  and Cr4Te4  clusters, the effect of Te is seen in terms of increased moment.
The net magnetic moments of these clusters are 8 µb. Cr4Te6  is a tetrahedral structure with a core
of Cr4 with each Cr-Cr bond decorated by a Te atom. The cluster has no net spin and the local spin
moments at the Cr sites are also quenched. The magnetic property of this particular cluster has been
studied in detail further.
The ground state of Cr5 cluster is a distorted triangular bipyramidal structure with net moment of 6
µb.  and  a  ferrimagnetic  spin  configuration.  With  the  addition  of  Te  atoms,  the  net  spin  magnetic
moment fluctuates.  With the addition of 1,  2,  3 and 4 Te,  the clusters  are ferrimagnetic with three
spin  up  and  two  spins  down  local  moments  on  Cr  sites.  For  Cr5 Te5  and  Cr5Te6  clusters,  high
spin magnetic moment of 10 µb  is seen due to their ferrimagnetic configuration of four up and one
down states among chromium atoms. With seven Te atoms, the high magnetic moment is quenched
to 2 µb with 3 up and 2 down antiferromagnetic state.
The Cr6Ten  series is particularly interesting due to the high symmetry of Cr6  core. Bare Cr6  clus-
ters are antiferromagnetically aligned moments with no net spin. Addition of 1, 2, 3 and 4 Te atoms
to  bare  Cr6  clusters  doesn’t  affect  the  net  magnetic  moment.  The  six  chromium  atoms  are  still
antiferromagnetically aligned with net spin zero. The average Cr-Cr bond distance is stretched from
2.38 Å  in  bare Cr6  clusters  to 2.69 Å,  2.69 Å  and 2.67 Å  respectively for  the next  three clusters  in
series. With addition of 5, 6, 7 and 8 Te atoms, the net magnetic spin increases and are ferrimagneti-
cally  aligned  resulting  in  a  moment  of  6  µb,  4  µb,  6  µb,  and  6  µb  respectively.  Cr6Te8  cluster  is
highly  symmetric  with  a  net  moment  of  6  µb.  The  core  comprises  of  a  distorted  octahedron  with
each face decorated by a  Te atom. The symmetry point  group of  the cluster  is  D2 d.  The magnetic
spins  are  ferrimagnetic  and  the  geometry  is  same  as  found  in  ligated  Cr6 Te8  clusters.  Ligated
Cr6 Te8  clusters  has  been  synthesized  in  solution  by  Hessen  et  al16.  From Fig  6  ,  it  can  be  con-
cluded  that  the  largest  moment  is  attained  for  Cr5 Te5  and  Cr5 Te6  clusters.  Three  clusters,
Cr2 Te3,  Cr2 Te4  and  Cr4 Te6  are  seen  to  be  non-magnetic  with  all  local  Cr  spin  magnetic
moments quenched.
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Figure  5  and  6  shows  the  ground  state  geometries  and  total  magnetic  spins  of  CrnTem  clusters,
n=1-4, and m=0-6. The local spin magnetic moments at the chromium and Tellurium site has been
shown with  progression  of  geometry  as  the  Te  atoms are  added one  at  a  time.  The  nature  of  cou-
pling is shown as Te atoms are added. 
The average Cr-Cr and Cr-Te bond-lengths and the overall spin magnetic moment of the cluster has
been indicated. The total magnetic moment of the cluster is the integral sum of all the spin up and
spin down magnetic moment in a sphere around the metallic sites. As we have seen previously, the
spin  magnetic  moment  of  Cr  atom is  6  µb.  When the  first  tellurium atom is  added,  the  moment  is
lowered  to  4  µb  with  chromium  site  showing  a  local  spin  moment  of  4.8  µb.  There  is  no  further
change  in  overall  moment  up  to  three  tellurium atoms.  The  net  moment  is  still  4  µb  with  Cr  sites
possessing  local  spin  moments  of  4.6  µb  and  4.5  µb  for  two  and  three  Te  atoms  respectively.  The
lowering of  net  magnetic  moment  is  due to  the  opposite  polarization of  tellurium atoms in  CrTem
clusters.  When  the  fourth  tellurium  atom  is  added,  the  net  moment  is  further  reduced  to  2  µb.
Chromium dimer is antiferromagnetic with local moments of 3.0 µb  as reported by previous studies
14  and addition of one Te atom doesn’t make much difference in terms of net magnetic moment of
the cluster. However, the bond-distance of Cr dimer is stretched from 1.70 Å to 2.62 Å. This increase
in  bond-length  is  presumably  because  the  Te  atom  mediate  the  interaction  between  multiple  Cr
atoms which effect is also reflected in Cr2Te2  both in bond distance and net magnetic moment. The
average bond distance between chromium atoms in Cr2Te2  is 2.57 Å.  There is a drastic change in
magnetic moment with addition of two tellurium atoms. Cr2Te2  is ferromagnetic with a net mag-
netic moment of 8 µb  due to the bridging by Tellurium atoms between two chromium atoms which
leads  to  super-exchange  interaction  across  chromium sites.  Addition  of  third  and  fourth  Te  atoms
renders  the  cluster  non-magnetic  which  refers  to  quenching  of  the  local  spins  of  Cr  sites  by  Te
atoms.There is no visible change in average Cr-Cr bond distance in Cr2Te3  and Cr2Te4  clusters.
It can be concluded that addition of tellurium atoms in a pure Cr cluster changes the magnetic spins
due to the modification of the structure and mediation of Te atoms carrying -0.6 µb spins in between
Cr  pairs.  The  ground  state  of  chromium trimer  is  ferrimagnetic  with  two  chromium atoms  having
spin moments of  5.0 µb  and -4.0 µb.  The geometry of Cr3  cluster  is  an obtuse angled triangle with
two end Cr sites  aligned with local  moments  of  5.0  µb.  With addition of  1,  2  and 3 Te atoms,  the
magnetic moments were reduced to 4 µb. All these three clusters had Cr3  cores with frustrated spin
moments with two chromium atoms as spin up and the third one antiferromagnetically aligned with
spin  down.  The  local  spin  of  Cr  atoms  in  Cr3Te4  is  further  quenched  with  a  net  moment  of  2  µb.
There was a rise in spin magnetic moment seen for Cr3Te5  cluster. In this cluster, the moments on
all  the  Cr  sites  are  ferromagnetically  aligned.  In  the  Cr3  series  the  average  Cr-Cr  bond  length
increased from 2.17 Å to 2.69 Å from Cr3 to Cr3Te. There is not much stretching seen thereafter and
the average bond length lied between 2.57 to 2.69 Å. Cr3 forms the triangular core and the Te atoms
are all  three coordinated with the Cr atoms except Cr3Te4,  which had two coordinated Te atoms.
The ground state of Cr4 cluster is a rhombus structure that has antiferromagnetically linked Cr sites
with no net magnetic moment. This antiferromagnetic coupling persists upto the addition of one and
two Te  atoms,  but  the  average  Cr-Cr  bond  length  is  stretched  with  introduction  of  Te  atoms.  The
average bond length in Chromium tetramer is 2.35 Å and is increased to 2.72 Å in Cr4Te and 2.73 Å
in Cr4 Te2. Cr4 Te3  and Cr4Te4  clusters, the effect of Te is seen in terms of increased moment.
The net magnetic moments of these clusters are 8 µb. Cr4Te6  is a tetrahedral structure with a core
of Cr4 with each Cr-Cr bond decorated by a Te atom. The cluster has no net spin and the local spin
moments at the Cr sites are also quenched. The magnetic property of this particular cluster has been
studied in detail further.
The ground state of Cr5 cluster is a distorted triangular bipyramidal structure with net moment of 6
µb.  and  a  ferrimagnetic  spin  configuration.  With  the  addition  of  Te  atoms,  the  net  spin  magnetic
moment fluctuates.  With the addition of 1,  2,  3 and 4 Te,  the clusters  are ferrimagnetic with three
spin  up  and  two  spins  down  local  moments  on  Cr  sites.  For  Cr5 Te5  and  Cr5Te6  clusters,  high
spin magnetic moment of 10 µb  is seen due to their ferrimagnetic configuration of four up and one
down states among chromium atoms. With seven Te atoms, the high magnetic moment is quenched
to 2 µb with 3 up and 2 down antiferromagnetic state.
The Cr6Ten  series is particularly interesting due to the high symmetry of Cr6  core. Bare Cr6  clus-
ters are antiferromagnetically aligned moments with no net spin. Addition of 1, 2, 3 and 4 Te atoms
to  bare  Cr6  clusters  doesn’t  affect  the  net  magnetic  moment.  The  six  chromium  atoms  are  still
antiferromagnetically aligned with net spin zero. The average Cr-Cr bond distance is stretched from
2.38 Å  in  bare Cr6  clusters  to 2.69 Å,  2.69 Å  and 2.67 Å  respectively for  the next  three clusters  in
series. With addition of 5, 6, 7 and 8 Te atoms, the net magnetic spin increases and are ferrimagneti-
cally  aligned  resulting  in  a  moment  of  6  µb,  4  µb,  6  µb,  and  6  µb  respectively.  Cr6Te8  cluster  is
highly  symmetric  with  a  net  moment  of  6  µb.  The  core  comprises  of  a  distorted  octahedron  with
each face decorated by a  Te atom. The symmetry point  group of  the cluster  is  D2 d.  The magnetic
spins  are  ferrimagnetic  and  the  geometry  is  same  as  found  in  ligated  Cr6 Te8  clusters.  Ligated
Cr6 Te8  clusters  has  been  synthesized  in  solution  by  Hessen  et  al16.  From Fig  6  ,  it  can  be  con-
cluded  that  the  largest  moment  is  attained  for  Cr5 Te5  and  Cr5 Te6  clusters.  Three  clusters,
Cr2 Te3,  Cr2 Te4  and  Cr4 Te6  are  seen  to  be  non-magnetic  with  all  local  Cr  spin  magnetic
moments quenched.
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Figure  5  and  6  shows  the  ground  state  geometries  and  total  magnetic  spins  of  CrnTem  clusters,
n=1-4, and m=0-6. The local spin magnetic moments at the chromium and Tellurium site has been
shown with  progression  of  geometry  as  the  Te  atoms are  added one  at  a  time.  The  nature  of  cou-
pling is shown as Te atoms are added. 
The average Cr-Cr and Cr-Te bond-lengths and the overall spin magnetic moment of the cluster has
been indicated. The total magnetic moment of the cluster is the integral sum of all the spin up and
spin down magnetic moment in a sphere around the metallic sites. As we have seen previously, the
spin  magnetic  moment  of  Cr  atom is  6  µb.  When the  first  tellurium atom is  added,  the  moment  is
lowered  to  4  µb  with  chromium  site  showing  a  local  spin  moment  of  4.8  µb.  There  is  no  further
change  in  overall  moment  up  to  three  tellurium atoms.  The  net  moment  is  still  4  µb  with  Cr  sites
possessing  local  spin  moments  of  4.6  µb  and  4.5  µb  for  two  and  three  Te  atoms  respectively.  The
lowering of  net  magnetic  moment  is  due to  the  opposite  polarization of  tellurium atoms in  CrTem
clusters.  When  the  fourth  tellurium  atom  is  added,  the  net  moment  is  further  reduced  to  2  µb.
Chromium dimer is antiferromagnetic with local moments of 3.0 µb  as reported by previous studies
14  and addition of one Te atom doesn’t make much difference in terms of net magnetic moment of
the cluster. However, the bond-distance of Cr dimer is stretched from 1.70 Å to 2.62 Å. This increase
in  bond-length  is  presumably  because  the  Te  atom  mediate  the  interaction  between  multiple  Cr
atoms which effect is also reflected in Cr2Te2  both in bond distance and net magnetic moment. The
average bond distance between chromium atoms in Cr2Te2  is 2.57 Å.  There is a drastic change in
magnetic moment with addition of two tellurium atoms. Cr2Te2  is ferromagnetic with a net mag-
netic moment of 8 µb  due to the bridging by Tellurium atoms between two chromium atoms which
leads  to  super-exchange  interaction  across  chromium sites.  Addition  of  third  and  fourth  Te  atoms
renders  the  cluster  non-magnetic  which  refers  to  quenching  of  the  local  spins  of  Cr  sites  by  Te
atoms.There is no visible change in average Cr-Cr bond distance in Cr2Te3  and Cr2Te4  clusters.
It can be concluded that addition of tellurium atoms in a pure Cr cluster changes the magnetic spins
due to the modification of the structure and mediation of Te atoms carrying -0.6 µb spins in between
Cr  pairs.  The  ground  state  of  chromium trimer  is  ferrimagnetic  with  two  chromium atoms  having
spin moments of  5.0 µb  and -4.0 µb.  The geometry of Cr3  cluster  is  an obtuse angled triangle with
two end Cr sites  aligned with local  moments  of  5.0  µb.  With addition of  1,  2  and 3 Te atoms,  the
magnetic moments were reduced to 4 µb. All these three clusters had Cr3  cores with frustrated spin
moments with two chromium atoms as spin up and the third one antiferromagnetically aligned with
spin  down.  The  local  spin  of  Cr  atoms  in  Cr3Te4  is  further  quenched  with  a  net  moment  of  2  µb.
There was a rise in spin magnetic moment seen for Cr3Te5  cluster. In this cluster, the moments on
all  the  Cr  sites  are  ferromagnetically  aligned.  In  the  Cr3  series  the  average  Cr-Cr  bond  length
increased from 2.17 Å to 2.69 Å from Cr3 to Cr3Te. There is not much stretching seen thereafter and
the average bond length lied between 2.57 to 2.69 Å. Cr3 forms the triangular core and the Te atoms
are all  three coordinated with the Cr atoms except Cr3Te4,  which had two coordinated Te atoms.
The ground state of Cr4 cluster is a rhombus structure that has antiferromagnetically linked Cr sites
with no net magnetic moment. This antiferromagnetic coupling persists upto the addition of one and
two Te  atoms,  but  the  average  Cr-Cr  bond  length  is  stretched  with  introduction  of  Te  atoms.  The
average bond length in Chromium tetramer is 2.35 Å and is increased to 2.72 Å in Cr4Te and 2.73 Å
in Cr4 Te2. Cr4 Te3  and Cr4Te4  clusters, the effect of Te is seen in terms of increased moment.
The net magnetic moments of these clusters are 8 µb. Cr4Te6  is a tetrahedral structure with a core
of Cr4 with each Cr-Cr bond decorated by a Te atom. The cluster has no net spin and the local spin
moments at the Cr sites are also quenched. The magnetic property of this particular cluster has been
studied in detail further.
The ground state of Cr5 cluster is a distorted triangular bipyramidal structure with net moment of 6
µb.  and  a  ferrimagnetic  spin  configuration.  With  the  addition  of  Te  atoms,  the  net  spin  magnetic
moment fluctuates.  With the addition of 1,  2,  3 and 4 Te,  the clusters  are ferrimagnetic with three
spin  up  and  two  spins  down  local  moments  on  Cr  sites.  For  Cr5 Te5  and  Cr5Te6  clusters,  high
spin magnetic moment of 10 µb  is seen due to their ferrimagnetic configuration of four up and one
down states among chromium atoms. With seven Te atoms, the high magnetic moment is quenched
to 2 µb with 3 up and 2 down antiferromagnetic state.
The Cr6Ten  series is particularly interesting due to the high symmetry of Cr6  core. Bare Cr6  clus-
ters are antiferromagnetically aligned moments with no net spin. Addition of 1, 2, 3 and 4 Te atoms
to  bare  Cr6  clusters  doesn’t  affect  the  net  magnetic  moment.  The  six  chromium  atoms  are  still
antiferromagnetically aligned with net spin zero. The average Cr-Cr bond distance is stretched from
2.38 Å  in  bare Cr6  clusters  to 2.69 Å,  2.69 Å  and 2.67 Å  respectively for  the next  three clusters  in
series. With addition of 5, 6, 7 and 8 Te atoms, the net magnetic spin increases and are ferrimagneti-
cally  aligned  resulting  in  a  moment  of  6  µb,  4  µb,  6  µb,  and  6  µb  respectively.  Cr6Te8  cluster  is
highly  symmetric  with  a  net  moment  of  6  µb.  The  core  comprises  of  a  distorted  octahedron  with
each face decorated by a  Te atom. The symmetry point  group of  the cluster  is  D2 d.  The magnetic
spins  are  ferrimagnetic  and  the  geometry  is  same  as  found  in  ligated  Cr6 Te8  clusters.  Ligated
Cr6 Te8  clusters  has  been  synthesized  in  solution  by  Hessen  et  al16.  From Fig  6  ,  it  can  be  con-
cluded  that  the  largest  moment  is  attained  for  Cr5 Te5  and  Cr5 Te6  clusters.  Three  clusters,
Cr2 Te3,  Cr2 Te4  and  Cr4 Te6  are  seen  to  be  non-magnetic  with  all  local  Cr  spin  magnetic
moments quenched.
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Figure 5 : Structure, Magnetic spin and average
bond distances of Crn Tem clusters (n = 1 - 6, m = 1 - 8
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Figure 6 : Spin Magnetic Moment (µb) of Crn Tem clusters (n = 1 - 6, m = 1 - 8)
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3.3 HOMO-LUMO Gaps of CrnTem Clusters
HOMO-LUMO  gap  exhibits  the  electronic  stability  of  a  cluster.  Higher  HOMO-LUMO  gap  of  a
cluster  indicates  its  low reactivity  and enhanced electronic  stability.  Figure  7  shows the  change in
HOMO-LUMO gap within the CrnTem  series (n=1- 6, m=0-8). For CrTe m  (m=0-4) clusters, there
is  a  drop  in  HOMO-LUMO  gap  with  addition  of  Te  atoms  as  a  result  of  which  they  have  a  net
magnetic moment due to unpaired electrons. Cr atom and Cr2 dimer have large HOMO-LUMO gap,
however they have local spin moments.  As seen for CrTe m,  the HOMO-LUMO gaps in  Cr2 Tem
also  decreases  with  addition  of  Te  atoms.  However,  Cr2 Te4  cluster  has  unusually  high  HOMO-
LUMO gap of 1.51 eV which also marks its high electronic stability and reduced reactivity. Another
prominent change in HOMO-LUMO gap is seen for Cr4 Te6  cluster which has a high gap of 1.40
eV  making  it  one  of  the  most  stable  cluster.  The  remaining  clusters  have  relatively  low  HOMO-
LUMO gaps (less than 1 eV) and most have gaps less than 0.5 eV.
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Figure 7 : HOMO - LUMO gaps of Crn Tem clusters (n = 1 - 6, m = 1 - 8)
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3.4 Fragmentation and Binding Energies of Crn Tem 
Clusters
Fragmentation  Energy  (F.E)  of  a  cluster  is  the  indication  of  its  energetic  stability.  The  higher  the
fragmentation energy,  the more stable is  the cluster.  Fig 8 shows the fragmentation energies of  all
the clusters  examined in this  study.  The fragmentation energy increases with addition of Te atoms
for most of the clusters.  We analyzed the energetics of all  the fragmentation channels using Eq. 1,
for all possible x and y.
F.E.= E(Cr xTe y) + E(Crn-xTe m-y)- E(Crn Tem) (1)
This  represents  the  energy  required  to  break  a  Crn Tem  cluster  into  fragments  containing  CrxTey
and Crn-xTem-y  atoms. We then identified the lowest fragmentation energy channel for all clusters
studied here. The largest fragmentation energies are for Cr6 Te8, and Cr4 Te6, with the fragmenta-
tion  channel  being  the  removal  of  Te  in  both  cases.  Cr4 Te6  is  found  to  be  highly  stable  both
energetically  and  electronically.  Cr6 Te8  is  found  to  be  highly  stable  to  fragmentation  but   has  a
small  HOMO-LUMO  gap  of  0.32  eV.  In  general,  the  fragmentation  energy  increases  with  the
number of  Te atoms,  and for  clusters  with a  large proportion of  Te,  Te removal  is  the most  likely
fragmentation channel. For clusters with more Cr than Te, the Cr removal is consistently the lowest
energy fragmentation channel.
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Figure 8 : Fragmentation Energies of Crn Tem clusters (n = 1 - 6, m = 1 - 8)
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3.5 Ionization Potentials & Electron Affinities of 
Crn Tem Clusters
Fig 9 A) and B) shows the adiabatic Ionization energy and adiabatic Electron affinities of Crn Tem
clusters.  Ionization  energies  generally  increases  with  the  addition  of  Te  atoms  with  CrTem  and
Cr2 Tem  towards the higher realm. The increase in Ionization energy with addition of Te atoms is
due to electron acceptor  characteristic  of  tellurium. Cr2 Te3  and Cr2 Te4  have quite  high Ioniza-
tion energies of 7.36 eV and 7.38 eV respectively. Cr3Tem  shows a steep rise in IP with addition of
Te  atoms  up  to  four  Te  atoms  and  the  IP  drops  from  Cr3 Te4  to  Cr3 Te5.  The  IP  of  Crn Tem
(n=4,5,6)  clusters  increases  with  addition  of  Te  atoms.  Cr4 Te6   cluster  has  a  high  Ionization
energy  of  7.34  eV.  This  is  consistent  with  clusters  having  closed  electronic  shell.  Cr6 Te8  has  a
lower Ionization energy consistent with clusters with open electronic shells. It is seen that all of the
non-magnetic clusters have high ionization energies making them relatively less electron donors.
Figure  9  B)  shows  the  adiabatic  electron  affinities  of  Crn Tem  clusters.  Tellurium atom is  a  good
electron acceptor and so addition of Te atoms increases the overall electron affinity of the clusters.
There is a general trend in increase of electron affinity with systematic addition of Te atoms among
all the bare chromium clusters. Notably, Cr4 Te6 has a relatively large electron affinity of 2.76 eV.
This number is quite high for a cluster with closed electronic shell. On the other hand, Cr6 Te8 has
the highest electron affinity among all the studied clusters which may be due to its electronic open
shell  structure.  Other  notably large electron affinities  include the  Cr5 Te5,  Cr6 Te5  and Cr6 Te7
clusters, which have electron affinities of 3.09 eV, 3.15 eV, and 3.21 eV, respectively. This shows
that  Cr6 Te8  cluster  could bind charge donating ligand strongly as  the  cluster  is  a  strong electron
acceptor. Binding will be enhanced when the ligand is an electron donor. It has been observed 25-27
that  Cr6 Te8(PEt3) 6  is  very stable as a result  of chemical stability obtained as the donor ligands
such as PEt3 are added to the cluster.
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Fig 9 A) and B) shows the adiabatic Ionization energy and adiabatic Electron affinities of Crn Tem
clusters.  Ionization  energies  generally  increases  with  the  addition  of  Te  atoms  with  CrTem  and
Cr2 Tem  towards the higher realm. The increase in Ionization energy with addition of Te atoms is
due to electron acceptor  characteristic  of  tellurium. Cr2 Te3  and Cr2 Te4  have quite  high Ioniza-
tion energies of 7.36 eV and 7.38 eV respectively. Cr3Tem  shows a steep rise in IP with addition of
Te  atoms  up  to  four  Te  atoms  and  the  IP  drops  from  Cr3 Te4  to  Cr3 Te5.  The  IP  of  Crn Tem
(n=4,5,6)  clusters  increases  with  addition  of  Te  atoms.  Cr4 Te6   cluster  has  a  high  Ionization
energy  of  7.34  eV.  This  is  consistent  with  clusters  having  closed  electronic  shell.  Cr6 Te8  has  a
lower Ionization energy consistent with clusters with open electronic shells. It is seen that all of the
non-magnetic clusters have high ionization energies making them relatively less electron donors.
Figure  9  B)  shows  the  adiabatic  electron  affinities  of  Crn Tem  clusters.  Tellurium atom is  a  good
electron acceptor and so addition of Te atoms increases the overall electron affinity of the clusters.
There is a general trend in increase of electron affinity with systematic addition of Te atoms among
all the bare chromium clusters. Notably, Cr4 Te6 has a relatively large electron affinity of 2.76 eV.
This number is quite high for a cluster with closed electronic shell. On the other hand, Cr6 Te8 has
the highest electron affinity among all the studied clusters which may be due to its electronic open
shell  structure.  Other  notably large electron affinities  include the  Cr5 Te5,  Cr6 Te5  and Cr6 Te7
clusters, which have electron affinities of 3.09 eV, 3.15 eV, and 3.21 eV, respectively. This shows
that  Cr6 Te8  cluster  could bind charge donating ligand strongly as  the  cluster  is  a  strong electron
acceptor. Binding will be enhanced when the ligand is an electron donor. It has been observed 25-27
that  Cr6 Te8(PEt3) 6  is  very stable as a result  of chemical stability obtained as the donor ligands
such as PEt3 are added to the cluster.
Figure 9 : A. Ionization Energies of Crn Tem clusters (n = 1 - 6, m = 1 - 8)
B. Electron Affinities of Crn Tem clusters (n = 1 - 6, m = 1 - 8)
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3.6 3d-orbital Occupation of Crn Tem Clusters
Figure 10 shows the 3d occupation of chromium starting from bare chromium atom which has half-
filled  3d  shell.  The  d-orbital  occupation  reduces  in  up  channel  and  increases  in  the  down channel
while binding with tellurium atoms.
Figure 10 : 3 d Occupation of Cr atoms in the up
and down channel of Crn Tem clusters (n = 1 - 6, m = 1 - 8)
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IV. Stable Clusters: Cr4 Te6 and Cr6 Te8
From the above examinations, two clusters were found to be particularly stable. Cr4 Te6  cluster is
non-magnetic with a large HOMO-LUMO gap of 1.4 eV which accounts for its electronic stability.
Along  with  large  HOMO-LUMO  gap,  it  also  has  a  high  value  of  fragmentation  energy  (4.0  eV).
Both  these  properties  make  this  cluster  very  stable  both  electronically  and  chemically.  The  non-
magnetic  state  with  no  local  spins  on  Cr  sites  is  assumed  to  be  the  result  of  high  HOMO-LUMO
gap. We further study the electronic states of Cr4 Te6  by analyzing the 3d orbital splitting of bare
chromium atom after addition of tellurium atoms. 
Cr6 Te8  cluster  is  energetically  stable  evident  from  its  high  fragmentation  energy.  However,
Cr6 Te8  has  lower  value  of  HOMO-LUMO  gap.  The  net  moment  of  the  cluster  is  zero,  but  the
chromium sites have local moments due to unpaired spins present in chromium atoms. This cluster
is  particularly  interesting  because  of  its  high  electron  affinity  coupled  with  energetic  stability  that
binds  the  clusters  with  electron  donating  ligands  like  PEt3.  Cr6 Te8(PEt3)6  cluster  has  been
vastly synthesized and studied 25-27.  The ligated clusters can be optimized to form Cluster Assem-
bled Materials. For example, ligated Cr6 Te8(PEt3)6  clusters caps C60  to form building blocks of
CAMs.
Both these clusters have been intensively studied through ADF set of codes. The orbital occupation
was analyzed that  gave us  a  brief  idea of  the  type of  splitting taking place due to  the effect  of  Te
atoms.
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4.1 Electronic and Chemical Properties of Cr4 Te6 
Clusters
Cr4 Te6 clusters is chemically very stable pertaining to its high value for fragmentation energy. It is
highly symmetric with a tetrahedral symmetry (Td). Due to the symmetry, all chromium atoms are
considered  equivalent.  This  cluster  is  non-magnetic  with  no  local  spins  and  has  a  large  HOMO-
LUMO  gap.  The  large  HOMO-LUMO  gap  marks  its  high  electronic  stability  and  low  reactivity.
Both  its  electronic  and  chemical  stability  makes  it  an  interesting  candidate  for  study.  The  orbital
structure  of  chromium  atom  in  the  cluster  is  investigated.  The  3d-orbital  splitting  is  studied  by
comparing  the  bare  chromium  3d-orbitals  with  the  3d-orbitals  of  the  chromium  from  the  cluster.
The large HOMO-LUMO gap of 1.40 eV implies that the Cr atoms undergoes a significant ligand
field splitting.
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4.2 d-Orbital Splitting of Cr in Cr4Te6 Clusters
Figure 11 shows the ligand field splitting of Cr4Te6. As the cluster had Td  symmetry, all Cr atoms
are equivalent. The lowest energy 3d orbital is the 3dz2 bonding orbital where all four Cr atoms form
a bonding orbital.  Next,  and close  in  energy is  the  bonding orbitals  between Cr  3dxy/3 dx2-y2  and
Te. A set of weaker bonding Cr 3dxz  and 3dyz  orbitals then make up the HOMO of the cluster. The
LUMO is then a weak 3dz2  antibonding orbital, where the antibonding is between the Cr atoms, so
the shift in energy is small. Next, the antibonding Cr 3dxy/3 dx2-y2  and Cr 3dxz3dyz orbitals make up
the rest of the 3d shell. It is interesting to note that the deepest bonding orbital is the 3dz2, orbitals
with  other  Cr,  and  not  with  Te,  and  that  the  tetrahedral  structure  leads  to  the  Cr  3dxy/3 dx2-y2
orbitals to be degenerate.  The high symmetry and ligand field splitting explains the large electronic
stability of Cr4 Te6.
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Figure 11 : The ligand field splitting of Cr4 Te6.The red percentages
give the percent of the orbital corresponding to the Cr 3 d orbital
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4.3 Electronic and Chemical Properties of Cr6 Te8 
Clusters
Another  cluster  of  interest  is  Cr6 Te8  cluster.  The  high  electron  affinity  and  chemical  stability
makes  it  an  interesting  cluster.  Owing  to  its  ability  to  accept  electron,  a  good  amount  of
research 25-27  has  been  performed  to  synthesize  ligated  Cr6Te8  clusters  which  forms  the  building
blocks for CAMs. Understanding the orbital properties of the non-ligated cluster give us an outlook
about  the  nature  of  electronic  states  in  the  bare  cluster  and  we  can  better  understand  the  bonding
type with ligands. The cluster has a symmetry of D2 d with three inequivalent chromium atoms.
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4.4 d-Orbital Splitting of Cr in Cr6 Te8 Clusters
The  orbital  splitting  is  shown  in  Figure  S1-S3,  where  orbitals  with  significant  3d  occupation  are
shown. The lowest energy 3d orbital in all cases is the 3dxy  orbital which bonds strongly with the 4
surrounding Te atoms. Next is the 3dz2  orbital that bonds with the Cr atom on the opposite side of
the  cluster.  The  3dxz  and  3dyz  orbitals  are  next  in  increasing  energy,  followed by  the  mostly  non-
bonding 3 dx2-y2orbital. The last filled orbital in the spin majority channel is the 3dz2  orbital which
is antibonding with the Cr atom on the opposite side of the cluster. The next unfilled orbitals in the
Cr  atom  is  the  3dz2  antibonding  orbital,  and  the  3dxy  antibonding  orbital.  The  ordering  is  quite
different  from that  in  Cr4 Te6,  with the degeneracy between 3dxy  and 3 dx2-y2  found in Cr4 Te6
being broken as the bonding with Te moves from three-fold to four-fold. While other Cr sites have
different electronic structures, the ordering of the orbitals is essentially the same. We also note that
the  exchange  splitting  is  reasonably  large,  1-2  eV,  so  the  local  spin  magnetic  moments  are  still
present.
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Figure S1 : The ligand field splitting of two Cr
atoms in Cr6 Te8.The red percentages give the percent
of the orbital corresponding to the Cr 3 d orbital.
Red and blue orbitals are filled,
and cyan and orange orbitals are empty
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Figure S2 : The ligand field splitting of two Cr
atoms in Cr6 Te8.The red percentages give the percent
of the orbital corresponding to the Cr 3 d orbital.
Red and blue orbitals are filled,
and cyan and orange orbitals are empty
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Figure S3 : The ligand field splitting of two
Cr atoms in Cr6 Te8.The red percentages give the percent
of the orbital corresponding to the Cr 3 d orbital.
Red and blue orbitals are filled,
and cyan and orange orbitals are empty
To investigate if the addition of ligands can further stabilize the cluster, electronic structure calcula-
tion  was  carried  out  on  Cr6Te8(PEt3)6  cluster  where  six  charge  donating  PEt3  ligands  were
added to the Cr sites. The structure was optimized without any constraint and various spin states and
the couplings were investigated. We found that the addition of ligands increased the HOMO-LUMO
gap to 0.78 eV indicating an electronically stable cluster. Further the Cr sites were antiferromagneti-
cally coupled with an overall moment of 0 µb. The Cr sites carry local moments ranging from -3.1 to
3.1  µb.  The  presence  of  local  moments  is  consistent  with  the  magnetic  data  that  indicates  Cr  sites
couple antiferromagnetically 28.  The bond distances are  also consistent  with the X-ray structure of
the  clusters.  Experimentally,  there  is  some  discrepancy  over  the  experimental  spin  magnetic
moment, with Kamiguchi et. al. 29  reporting that the cluster is antiferromagnetic, while Steigerwald
et  al.  found that  the effective moment was 2.8 µb 28.  We suspect  that  the higher moment is  due to
the  ionized  clusters  having  a  larger  spin  magnetic  moment,  although  orbital  spin  may  also  play  a
role.
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To investigate if the addition of ligands can further stabilize the cluster, electronic structure calcula-
tion  was  carried  out  on  Cr6Te8(PEt3)6  cluster  where  six  charge  donating  PEt3  ligands  were
added to the Cr sites. The structure was optimized without any constraint and various spin states and
the couplings were investigated. We found that the addition of ligands increased the HOMO-LUMO
gap to 0.78 eV indicating an electronically stable cluster. Further the Cr sites were antiferromagneti-
cally coupled with an overall moment of 0 µb. The Cr sites carry local moments ranging from -3.1 to
3.1  µb.  The  presence  of  local  moments  is  consistent  with  the  magnetic  data  that  indicates  Cr  sites
couple antiferromagnetically 28.  The bond distances are  also consistent  with the X-ray structure of
the  clusters.  Experimentally,  there  is  some  discrepancy  over  the  experimental  spin  magnetic
moment, with Kamiguchi et. al. 29  reporting that the cluster is antiferromagnetic, while Steigerwald
et  al.  found that  the effective moment was 2.8 µb 28.  We suspect  that  the higher moment is  due to
the  ionized  clusters  having  a  larger  spin  magnetic  moment,  although  orbital  spin  may  also  play  a
role.
Figure 12 : The structure, spin magnetic moment,
ionization energy and electron affinity of Cr6 Te8 (PEt3)6
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V. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
In  the  present  work,  metal  chalcogenide  chromium  tellurium  clusters  have  been  investigated
through First  principle electronic structure studies using Amsterdam Density Functional  (ADF) set
of  codes.  The  study  has  been  divided  into  four  parts.  Firstly,  pure  chromium  clusters  are  studies
from sizes ranging from one chromium atom to six chromium atoms. The second part deals with the
effect  of  addition  of  chalcogenide  Tellurium.  Two  clusters  (Cr4 Te6  and  Cr6 Te8)  seemed  to  be
particularly  interesting  owing  to  their  high  electronic  and  chemical  stability.  The  detailed  orbital
structure of these two clusters are presented in the third part. The fourth section is the extension of
electronic property of Cr6 Te8 cluster where we talk about effect of adding ligands to this cluster. 
Pure chromium atom has an atomic number of 24 and has a ground state of 7S3 in a 3d54s1 configura-
tion. Due to its six unpaired electrons in d and s orbitals, it exhibits a net magnetic moment of 6 µb .
Chromium  forms  an  antiferromagnetically  paired  chromium  dimer  with  a  bond  length  of  1.68  Å
which  is  much  lower  than  Cr-Cr  distance  in  bulk  chromium  metal  which  is  2.50  Å  with  a  body
centered  cubic 13  structure.  This  is  one  of  the  examples  that  distinguish  a  cluster  from its  bulk  in
terms of its properties. The binding energy of chromium dimer is too low as a result of size differ-
ence between 4s and 3d orbital as well as effect of exchange energy which prevents it from forming
six bonds. The bond length increases with addition of more chromium atoms. Also, the net magnetic
moment  changes  which  has  been  shown  in  the  first  section  of  this  thesis.  All  the  pure  chromium
clusters have local magnetic moments at the Cr sites.
With  the  addition  of  Te  atoms  to  the  pure  chromium  cluster,  the  geometry  as  well  as  magnetic
properties changes. For CrTem series, the net moment of chromium atom is quenched from 6 µb to 4
µb  with addition of 1, 2 and 3 Te atoms. The moment becomes 2 µb  with 4 Te atoms. For Cr2 Tem
clusters,  the  bond length  increases  with  addition  of  Te  atoms.  With  addition  of  two Te atoms,  the
cluster becomes ferromagnetic due to super-exchange interaction. However, with further addition of
Te atoms, the local spins are all quenched leaving Cr2 Te3  and Cr2 Te4  nonmagnetic. Cr3  cluster
has a net magnetic moment of 6 µb. The moment is quenched up to addition of 4 Tellurium atoms,
but  the  structure  become  more  symmetric  with  Te  bridging  in  Cr3 Te5  as  a  result  of  which  the
cluster is ferromagnetic. Cr4  cluster is not equivalent to two Chromium dimers as the bond length
of Cr4  is greater than Cr2. Chromium tetramer is antiferromagnetic and with addition of Te atoms,
the bond length is stretched. Addition of three Te atoms makes it  magnetic with three up spin and
one down spin chromium atoms. Cr4 Te4  is antiferromagnetic and Cr4 Te5  is ferrimagnetic. With
addition  of  six  Te  atoms,  the  local  spins  on  Cr  sites  are  completely  quenched  resulting  in  a  non-
magnetic  stable  cluster  with  high  HOMO-LUMO  gap  and  large  fragmentation  energy.  The
Cr 5Te m series is mostly magnetic with majority up spin chromium atoms.
In   Cr 6Te m  clusters,  Cr  sites  are  antiferromagnetically  coupled  up  to  m=4.  The  net  magnetic
moment  increases  with  addition  of  more  Te  atoms.  Cr6 Te8  is  particularly  interesting  due  to  its
high  value  of  fragmentation  energy  marking  its  energetic  stability  but  high  electron  affinity.  This
leads to its property of binding with charge donating ligands to form cluster assembled materials.
Properties  of  two clusters  are  discussed in  detail  due  to  their  high stability.  Cr4 Te6  cluster  stand
out for its electronic as well as chemical stability. It is found that Cr4 Te6  cluster is non-magnetic
with  no  local  spin  on  chromium sites.  It  also  has  a  large  value  of  HOMO-LUMO gap of  1.40  eV
which  makes  it  electronically  stable.  Along  with  electronic  stability,  it  is  also  energetically  stable
evident from the high value of fragmentation energy. The orbital structure of this cluster was further
studied. It is found that there is a ligand field splitting of 3d orbitals of Cr in Cr4 Te6  cluster. The
cluster has a tetrahedral symmetry and all the Cr atoms are equivalent. The lowest energy bonding
orbital  is  3dz2  where  all  the  four  Cr  atoms  form  bonding  orbital.  Next  is  the  bonding  orbital
between the Cr 3dxy/3 dx2-y2  and Te. This is followed by a couple of weaker bonding 3dxz and 3dyz
orbitals  which  also  makes  up  the  HOMO.  The  LUMO  is  a  weak  antibonding  orbital  where  the
antibonding  is  between  the  Cr  atoms.  Next  the  antibonding  Cr  3dxy/3 dx2-y2  and  Cr  3dxz/3dyz
orbitals make up the rest of the 3d shell. The deepest bonding orbitals are between Cr and not with
Te.  There  is  degeneracy  seen  due  to  the  symmetric  tetrahedral  structure.  3dxy  and  3 dx2-y2  are
degenerate,  also  3dxz  and  3dyz  are  degenerate.  The  high  electronic  stability  is  explained  by  high
symmetry and ligand field splitting.
Next,  the  electronic  structure  of  Cr6Te8  cluster  has  been  evaluated.  This  cluster  displays  a  very
high  value  of  fragmentation  energy,  hence  very  stable  energetically  and  its  high  electron  affinity
enables it to bind with electron donating ligands which has been briefly introduced. The cluster has
D2 d  symmetry so there are three inequivalent  Cr atoms.  The orbital  splitting diagrams of all  these
three  atoms  has  been  analyzed.  3dxy  is  the  lowest  energy  3d  orbital  in  all  the  cases  which  bonds
strongly  with  Te  atoms  unlike  Cr4 Te6  cluster  in  which  Cr-Cr  form  the  lowest  bonding  orbital.
Next  is  3dz2  orbital  that  bonds  Cr  atoms  in  the  opposite  side  of  the  cluster  followed  by  slightly
bonding degenerate orbitals 3dxz  and 3dyz  orbitals. The next in energy is the non-bonding 3 dx2-y2
orbital.  The  last  filled  orbital  in  spin  majority  channel  is  3dz2  which  is  non-bonding  with  Te  and
weakly  bonding  with  adjacent  Cr  but  antibonding  with  opposite  Cr.  The  unfilled  orbitals  are  non-
bonding with Te and antibonding with Cr 3dz2  orbital. There is no degeneracy seen due to symme-
try as was visualized for Cr4Te6 cluster. Local spin magnetic moments are still present due to large
value of exchange splitting.
Finally the structure and properties of Cr6Te8  cluster were examined with addition of six electron
donating PEt3 ligands. The ligands were attached to the six chromium sites. It is found that HOMO-
LUMO  gap  increases  with  addition  of  ligands  which  is  an  indication  of  enhanced  stability  of  the
ligated cluster. The Cr sites were antiferromagnetically coupled with overall spin 0 µb. The available
magnetic data matches the calculated local moment of Cr sites.
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In  the  present  work,  metal  chalcogenide  chromium  tellurium  clusters  have  been  investigated
through First  principle electronic structure studies using Amsterdam Density Functional  (ADF) set
of  codes.  The  study  has  been  divided  into  four  parts.  Firstly,  pure  chromium  clusters  are  studies
from sizes ranging from one chromium atom to six chromium atoms. The second part deals with the
effect  of  addition  of  chalcogenide  Tellurium.  Two  clusters  (Cr4 Te6  and  Cr6 Te8)  seemed  to  be
particularly  interesting  owing  to  their  high  electronic  and  chemical  stability.  The  detailed  orbital
structure of these two clusters are presented in the third part. The fourth section is the extension of
electronic property of Cr6 Te8 cluster where we talk about effect of adding ligands to this cluster. 
Pure chromium atom has an atomic number of 24 and has a ground state of 7S3 in a 3d54s1 configura-
tion. Due to its six unpaired electrons in d and s orbitals, it exhibits a net magnetic moment of 6 µb .
Chromium  forms  an  antiferromagnetically  paired  chromium  dimer  with  a  bond  length  of  1.68  Å
which  is  much  lower  than  Cr-Cr  distance  in  bulk  chromium  metal  which  is  2.50  Å  with  a  body
centered  cubic 13  structure.  This  is  one  of  the  examples  that  distinguish  a  cluster  from its  bulk  in
terms of its properties. The binding energy of chromium dimer is too low as a result of size differ-
ence between 4s and 3d orbital as well as effect of exchange energy which prevents it from forming
six bonds. The bond length increases with addition of more chromium atoms. Also, the net magnetic
moment  changes  which  has  been  shown  in  the  first  section  of  this  thesis.  All  the  pure  chromium
clusters have local magnetic moments at the Cr sites.
With  the  addition  of  Te  atoms  to  the  pure  chromium  cluster,  the  geometry  as  well  as  magnetic
properties changes. For CrTem series, the net moment of chromium atom is quenched from 6 µb to 4
µb  with addition of 1, 2 and 3 Te atoms. The moment becomes 2 µb  with 4 Te atoms. For Cr2 Tem
clusters,  the  bond length  increases  with  addition  of  Te  atoms.  With  addition  of  two Te atoms,  the
cluster becomes ferromagnetic due to super-exchange interaction. However, with further addition of
Te atoms, the local spins are all quenched leaving Cr2 Te3  and Cr2 Te4  nonmagnetic. Cr3  cluster
has a net magnetic moment of 6 µb. The moment is quenched up to addition of 4 Tellurium atoms,
but  the  structure  become  more  symmetric  with  Te  bridging  in  Cr3 Te5  as  a  result  of  which  the
cluster is ferromagnetic. Cr4  cluster is not equivalent to two Chromium dimers as the bond length
of Cr4  is greater than Cr2. Chromium tetramer is antiferromagnetic and with addition of Te atoms,
the bond length is stretched. Addition of three Te atoms makes it  magnetic with three up spin and
one down spin chromium atoms. Cr4 Te4  is antiferromagnetic and Cr4 Te5  is ferrimagnetic. With
addition  of  six  Te  atoms,  the  local  spins  on  Cr  sites  are  completely  quenched  resulting  in  a  non-
magnetic  stable  cluster  with  high  HOMO-LUMO  gap  and  large  fragmentation  energy.  The
Cr 5Te m series is mostly magnetic with majority up spin chromium atoms.
In   Cr 6Te m  clusters,  Cr  sites  are  antiferromagnetically  coupled  up  to  m=4.  The  net  magnetic
moment  increases  with  addition  of  more  Te  atoms.  Cr6 Te8  is  particularly  interesting  due  to  its
high  value  of  fragmentation  energy  marking  its  energetic  stability  but  high  electron  affinity.  This
leads to its property of binding with charge donating ligands to form cluster assembled materials.
Properties  of  two clusters  are  discussed in  detail  due  to  their  high stability.  Cr4 Te6  cluster  stand
out for its electronic as well as chemical stability. It is found that Cr4 Te6  cluster is non-magnetic
with  no  local  spin  on  chromium sites.  It  also  has  a  large  value  of  HOMO-LUMO gap of  1.40  eV
which  makes  it  electronically  stable.  Along  with  electronic  stability,  it  is  also  energetically  stable
evident from the high value of fragmentation energy. The orbital structure of this cluster was further
studied. It is found that there is a ligand field splitting of 3d orbitals of Cr in Cr4 Te6  cluster. The
cluster has a tetrahedral symmetry and all the Cr atoms are equivalent. The lowest energy bonding
orbital  is  3dz2  where  all  the  four  Cr  atoms  form  bonding  orbital.  Next  is  the  bonding  orbital
between the Cr 3dxy/3 dx2-y2  and Te. This is followed by a couple of weaker bonding 3dxz and 3dyz
orbitals  which  also  makes  up  the  HOMO.  The  LUMO  is  a  weak  antibonding  orbital  where  the
antibonding  is  between  the  Cr  atoms.  Next  the  antibonding  Cr  3dxy/3 dx2-y2  and  Cr  3dxz/3dyz
orbitals make up the rest of the 3d shell. The deepest bonding orbitals are between Cr and not with
Te.  There  is  degeneracy  seen  due  to  the  symmetric  tetrahedral  structure.  3dxy  and  3 dx2-y2  are
degenerate,  also  3dxz  and  3dyz  are  degenerate.  The  high  electronic  stability  is  explained  by  high
symmetry and ligand field splitting.
Next,  the  electronic  structure  of  Cr6Te8  cluster  has  been  evaluated.  This  cluster  displays  a  very
high  value  of  fragmentation  energy,  hence  very  stable  energetically  and  its  high  electron  affinity
enables it to bind with electron donating ligands which has been briefly introduced. The cluster has
D2 d  symmetry so there are three inequivalent  Cr atoms.  The orbital  splitting diagrams of all  these
three  atoms  has  been  analyzed.  3dxy  is  the  lowest  energy  3d  orbital  in  all  the  cases  which  bonds
strongly  with  Te  atoms  unlike  Cr4 Te6  cluster  in  which  Cr-Cr  form  the  lowest  bonding  orbital.
Next  is  3dz2  orbital  that  bonds  Cr  atoms  in  the  opposite  side  of  the  cluster  followed  by  slightly
bonding degenerate orbitals 3dxz  and 3dyz  orbitals. The next in energy is the non-bonding 3 dx2-y2
orbital.  The  last  filled  orbital  in  spin  majority  channel  is  3dz2  which  is  non-bonding  with  Te  and
weakly  bonding  with  adjacent  Cr  but  antibonding  with  opposite  Cr.  The  unfilled  orbitals  are  non-
bonding with Te and antibonding with Cr 3dz2  orbital. There is no degeneracy seen due to symme-
try as was visualized for Cr4Te6 cluster. Local spin magnetic moments are still present due to large
value of exchange splitting.
Finally the structure and properties of Cr6Te8  cluster were examined with addition of six electron
donating PEt3 ligands. The ligands were attached to the six chromium sites. It is found that HOMO-
LUMO  gap  increases  with  addition  of  ligands  which  is  an  indication  of  enhanced  stability  of  the
ligated cluster. The Cr sites were antiferromagnetically coupled with overall spin 0 µb. The available
magnetic data matches the calculated local moment of Cr sites.
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In  the  present  work,  metal  chalcogenide  chromium  tellurium  clusters  have  been  investigated
through First  principle electronic structure studies using Amsterdam Density Functional  (ADF) set
of  codes.  The  study  has  been  divided  into  four  parts.  Firstly,  pure  chromium  clusters  are  studies
from sizes ranging from one chromium atom to six chromium atoms. The second part deals with the
effect  of  addition  of  chalcogenide  Tellurium.  Two  clusters  (Cr4 Te6  and  Cr6 Te8)  seemed  to  be
particularly  interesting  owing  to  their  high  electronic  and  chemical  stability.  The  detailed  orbital
structure of these two clusters are presented in the third part. The fourth section is the extension of
electronic property of Cr6 Te8 cluster where we talk about effect of adding ligands to this cluster. 
Pure chromium atom has an atomic number of 24 and has a ground state of 7S3 in a 3d54s1 configura-
tion. Due to its six unpaired electrons in d and s orbitals, it exhibits a net magnetic moment of 6 µb .
Chromium  forms  an  antiferromagnetically  paired  chromium  dimer  with  a  bond  length  of  1.68  Å
which  is  much  lower  than  Cr-Cr  distance  in  bulk  chromium  metal  which  is  2.50  Å  with  a  body
centered  cubic 13  structure.  This  is  one  of  the  examples  that  distinguish  a  cluster  from its  bulk  in
terms of its properties. The binding energy of chromium dimer is too low as a result of size differ-
ence between 4s and 3d orbital as well as effect of exchange energy which prevents it from forming
six bonds. The bond length increases with addition of more chromium atoms. Also, the net magnetic
moment  changes  which  has  been  shown  in  the  first  section  of  this  thesis.  All  the  pure  chromium
clusters have local magnetic moments at the Cr sites.
With  the  addition  of  Te  atoms  to  the  pure  chromium  cluster,  the  geometry  as  well  as  magnetic
properties changes. For CrTem series, the net moment of chromium atom is quenched from 6 µb to 4
µb  with addition of 1, 2 and 3 Te atoms. The moment becomes 2 µb  with 4 Te atoms. For Cr2 Tem
clusters,  the  bond length  increases  with  addition  of  Te  atoms.  With  addition  of  two Te atoms,  the
cluster becomes ferromagnetic due to super-exchange interaction. However, with further addition of
Te atoms, the local spins are all quenched leaving Cr2 Te3  and Cr2 Te4  nonmagnetic. Cr3  cluster
has a net magnetic moment of 6 µb. The moment is quenched up to addition of 4 Tellurium atoms,
but  the  structure  become  more  symmetric  with  Te  bridging  in  Cr3 Te5  as  a  result  of  which  the
cluster is ferromagnetic. Cr4  cluster is not equivalent to two Chromium dimers as the bond length
of Cr4  is greater than Cr2. Chromium tetramer is antiferromagnetic and with addition of Te atoms,
the bond length is stretched. Addition of three Te atoms makes it  magnetic with three up spin and
one down spin chromium atoms. Cr4 Te4  is antiferromagnetic and Cr4 Te5  is ferrimagnetic. With
addition  of  six  Te  atoms,  the  local  spins  on  Cr  sites  are  completely  quenched  resulting  in  a  non-
magnetic  stable  cluster  with  high  HOMO-LUMO  gap  and  large  fragmentation  energy.  The
Cr 5Te m series is mostly magnetic with majority up spin chromium atoms.
In   Cr 6Te m  clusters,  Cr  sites  are  antiferromagnetically  coupled  up  to  m=4.  The  net  magnetic
moment  increases  with  addition  of  more  Te  atoms.  Cr6 Te8  is  particularly  interesting  due  to  its
high  value  of  fragmentation  energy  marking  its  energetic  stability  but  high  electron  affinity.  This
leads to its property of binding with charge donating ligands to form cluster assembled materials.
Properties  of  two clusters  are  discussed in  detail  due  to  their  high stability.  Cr4 Te6  cluster  stand
out for its electronic as well as chemical stability. It is found that Cr4 Te6  cluster is non-magnetic
with  no  local  spin  on  chromium sites.  It  also  has  a  large  value  of  HOMO-LUMO gap of  1.40  eV
which  makes  it  electronically  stable.  Along  with  electronic  stability,  it  is  also  energetically  stable
evident from the high value of fragmentation energy. The orbital structure of this cluster was further
studied. It is found that there is a ligand field splitting of 3d orbitals of Cr in Cr4 Te6  cluster. The
cluster has a tetrahedral symmetry and all the Cr atoms are equivalent. The lowest energy bonding
orbital  is  3dz2  where  all  the  four  Cr  atoms  form  bonding  orbital.  Next  is  the  bonding  orbital
between the Cr 3dxy/3 dx2-y2  and Te. This is followed by a couple of weaker bonding 3dxz and 3dyz
orbitals  which  also  makes  up  the  HOMO.  The  LUMO  is  a  weak  antibonding  orbital  where  the
antibonding  is  between  the  Cr  atoms.  Next  the  antibonding  Cr  3dxy/3 dx2-y2  and  Cr  3dxz/3dyz
orbitals make up the rest of the 3d shell. The deepest bonding orbitals are between Cr and not with
Te.  There  is  degeneracy  seen  due  to  the  symmetric  tetrahedral  structure.  3dxy  and  3 dx2-y2  are
degenerate,  also  3dxz  and  3dyz  are  degenerate.  The  high  electronic  stability  is  explained  by  high
symmetry and ligand field splitting.
Next,  the  electronic  structure  of  Cr6Te8  cluster  has  been  evaluated.  This  cluster  displays  a  very
high  value  of  fragmentation  energy,  hence  very  stable  energetically  and  its  high  electron  affinity
enables it to bind with electron donating ligands which has been briefly introduced. The cluster has
D2 d  symmetry so there are three inequivalent  Cr atoms.  The orbital  splitting diagrams of all  these
three  atoms  has  been  analyzed.  3dxy  is  the  lowest  energy  3d  orbital  in  all  the  cases  which  bonds
strongly  with  Te  atoms  unlike  Cr4 Te6  cluster  in  which  Cr-Cr  form  the  lowest  bonding  orbital.
Next  is  3dz2  orbital  that  bonds  Cr  atoms  in  the  opposite  side  of  the  cluster  followed  by  slightly
bonding degenerate orbitals 3dxz  and 3dyz  orbitals. The next in energy is the non-bonding 3 dx2-y2
orbital.  The  last  filled  orbital  in  spin  majority  channel  is  3dz2  which  is  non-bonding  with  Te  and
weakly  bonding  with  adjacent  Cr  but  antibonding  with  opposite  Cr.  The  unfilled  orbitals  are  non-
bonding with Te and antibonding with Cr 3dz2  orbital. There is no degeneracy seen due to symme-
try as was visualized for Cr4Te6 cluster. Local spin magnetic moments are still present due to large
value of exchange splitting.
Finally the structure and properties of Cr6Te8  cluster were examined with addition of six electron
donating PEt3 ligands. The ligands were attached to the six chromium sites. It is found that HOMO-
LUMO  gap  increases  with  addition  of  ligands  which  is  an  indication  of  enhanced  stability  of  the
ligated cluster. The Cr sites were antiferromagnetically coupled with overall spin 0 µb. The available
magnetic data matches the calculated local moment of Cr sites.
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In  the  present  work,  metal  chalcogenide  chromium  tellurium  clusters  have  been  investigated
through First  principle electronic structure studies using Amsterdam Density Functional  (ADF) set
of  codes.  The  study  has  been  divided  into  four  parts.  Firstly,  pure  chromium  clusters  are  studies
from sizes ranging from one chromium atom to six chromium atoms. The second part deals with the
effect  of  addition  of  chalcogenide  Tellurium.  Two  clusters  (Cr4 Te6  and  Cr6 Te8)  seemed  to  be
particularly  interesting  owing  to  their  high  electronic  and  chemical  stability.  The  detailed  orbital
structure of these two clusters are presented in the third part. The fourth section is the extension of
electronic property of Cr6 Te8 cluster where we talk about effect of adding ligands to this cluster. 
Pure chromium atom has an atomic number of 24 and has a ground state of 7S3 in a 3d54s1 configura-
tion. Due to its six unpaired electrons in d and s orbitals, it exhibits a net magnetic moment of 6 µb .
Chromium  forms  an  antiferromagnetically  paired  chromium  dimer  with  a  bond  length  of  1.68  Å
which  is  much  lower  than  Cr-Cr  distance  in  bulk  chromium  metal  which  is  2.50  Å  with  a  body
centered  cubic 13  structure.  This  is  one  of  the  examples  that  distinguish  a  cluster  from its  bulk  in
terms of its properties. The binding energy of chromium dimer is too low as a result of size differ-
ence between 4s and 3d orbital as well as effect of exchange energy which prevents it from forming
six bonds. The bond length increases with addition of more chromium atoms. Also, the net magnetic
moment  changes  which  has  been  shown  in  the  first  section  of  this  thesis.  All  the  pure  chromium
clusters have local magnetic moments at the Cr sites.
With  the  addition  of  Te  atoms  to  the  pure  chromium  cluster,  the  geometry  as  well  as  magnetic
properties changes. For CrTem series, the net moment of chromium atom is quenched from 6 µb to 4
µb  with addition of 1, 2 and 3 Te atoms. The moment becomes 2 µb  with 4 Te atoms. For Cr2 Tem
clusters,  the  bond length  increases  with  addition  of  Te  atoms.  With  addition  of  two Te atoms,  the
cluster becomes ferromagnetic due to super-exchange interaction. However, with further addition of
Te atoms, the local spins are all quenched leaving Cr2 Te3  and Cr2 Te4  nonmagnetic. Cr3  cluster
has a net magnetic moment of 6 µb. The moment is quenched up to addition of 4 Tellurium atoms,
but  the  structure  become  more  symmetric  with  Te  bridging  in  Cr3 Te5  as  a  result  of  which  the
cluster is ferromagnetic. Cr4  cluster is not equivalent to two Chromium dimers as the bond length
of Cr4  is greater than Cr2. Chromium tetramer is antiferromagnetic and with addition of Te atoms,
the bond length is stretched. Addition of three Te atoms makes it  magnetic with three up spin and
one down spin chromium atoms. Cr4 Te4  is antiferromagnetic and Cr4 Te5  is ferrimagnetic. With
addition  of  six  Te  atoms,  the  local  spins  on  Cr  sites  are  completely  quenched  resulting  in  a  non-
magnetic  stable  cluster  with  high  HOMO-LUMO  gap  and  large  fragmentation  energy.  The
Cr 5Te m series is mostly magnetic with majority up spin chromium atoms.
In   Cr 6Te m  clusters,  Cr  sites  are  antiferromagnetically  coupled  up  to  m=4.  The  net  magnetic
moment  increases  with  addition  of  more  Te  atoms.  Cr6 Te8  is  particularly  interesting  due  to  its
high  value  of  fragmentation  energy  marking  its  energetic  stability  but  high  electron  affinity.  This
leads to its property of binding with charge donating ligands to form cluster assembled materials.
Properties  of  two clusters  are  discussed in  detail  due  to  their  high stability.  Cr4 Te6  cluster  stand
out for its electronic as well as chemical stability. It is found that Cr4 Te6  cluster is non-magnetic
with  no  local  spin  on  chromium sites.  It  also  has  a  large  value  of  HOMO-LUMO gap of  1.40  eV
which  makes  it  electronically  stable.  Along  with  electronic  stability,  it  is  also  energetically  stable
evident from the high value of fragmentation energy. The orbital structure of this cluster was further
studied. It is found that there is a ligand field splitting of 3d orbitals of Cr in Cr4 Te6  cluster. The
cluster has a tetrahedral symmetry and all the Cr atoms are equivalent. The lowest energy bonding
orbital  is  3dz2  where  all  the  four  Cr  atoms  form  bonding  orbital.  Next  is  the  bonding  orbital
between the Cr 3dxy/3 dx2-y2  and Te. This is followed by a couple of weaker bonding 3dxz and 3dyz
orbitals  which  also  makes  up  the  HOMO.  The  LUMO  is  a  weak  antibonding  orbital  where  the
antibonding  is  between  the  Cr  atoms.  Next  the  antibonding  Cr  3dxy/3 dx2-y2  and  Cr  3dxz/3dyz
orbitals make up the rest of the 3d shell. The deepest bonding orbitals are between Cr and not with
Te.  There  is  degeneracy  seen  due  to  the  symmetric  tetrahedral  structure.  3dxy  and  3 dx2-y2  are
degenerate,  also  3dxz  and  3dyz  are  degenerate.  The  high  electronic  stability  is  explained  by  high
symmetry and ligand field splitting.
Next,  the  electronic  structure  of  Cr6Te8  cluster  has  been  evaluated.  This  cluster  displays  a  very
high  value  of  fragmentation  energy,  hence  very  stable  energetically  and  its  high  electron  affinity
enables it to bind with electron donating ligands which has been briefly introduced. The cluster has
D2 d  symmetry so there are three inequivalent  Cr atoms.  The orbital  splitting diagrams of all  these
three  atoms  has  been  analyzed.  3dxy  is  the  lowest  energy  3d  orbital  in  all  the  cases  which  bonds
strongly  with  Te  atoms  unlike  Cr4 Te6  cluster  in  which  Cr-Cr  form  the  lowest  bonding  orbital.
Next  is  3dz2  orbital  that  bonds  Cr  atoms  in  the  opposite  side  of  the  cluster  followed  by  slightly
bonding degenerate orbitals 3dxz  and 3dyz  orbitals. The next in energy is the non-bonding 3 dx2-y2
orbital.  The  last  filled  orbital  in  spin  majority  channel  is  3dz2  which  is  non-bonding  with  Te  and
weakly  bonding  with  adjacent  Cr  but  antibonding  with  opposite  Cr.  The  unfilled  orbitals  are  non-
bonding with Te and antibonding with Cr 3dz2  orbital. There is no degeneracy seen due to symme-
try as was visualized for Cr4Te6 cluster. Local spin magnetic moments are still present due to large
value of exchange splitting.
Finally the structure and properties of Cr6Te8  cluster were examined with addition of six electron
donating PEt3 ligands. The ligands were attached to the six chromium sites. It is found that HOMO-
LUMO  gap  increases  with  addition  of  ligands  which  is  an  indication  of  enhanced  stability  of  the
ligated cluster. The Cr sites were antiferromagnetically coupled with overall spin 0 µb. The available
magnetic data matches the calculated local moment of Cr sites.
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VI. SUMMARY & FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The structure, stability, spin magnetic ground states, and electronic properties of metal chalcogenide
CrnTem clusters, n=1-6, m=0-8 has been investigated. It is found that pure chromium clusters show
completely  different  physical,  chemical  and  magnetic  properties  from  its  bulk  and  addition  of  Te
atoms to bare chromium cluster affects the bond length, magnetic spins and HOMO-LUMO gaps of
the cluster. The electronic and orbital properties of a cluster can also be studied to understand their
bonding capacity to form ligated clusters. Cr4Te6 and Cr6Te8 clusters are found to be particularly
stable.  Cr4Te6  has  nonmagnetic  ground state  spin  with  no local  moments  on chromium atoms.  It
also displays high HOMO-LUMO gap which is a marker of its electronic stability. The origin of the
magnetic  quenching  in  Cr4Te6  cluster  is  assumed  to  be  through  ligand  field  splitting  of  Cr  3d-
orbitals. Cr6Te8  is energetically stable due to its symmetric structure and a greater number of Cr-
Te bonds. This cluster has extremely high electron affinity of 3.39 eV and has open electronic shell
due  to  which  it  readily  bonds  with  electron  donating  ligands.  This  explains  the  high  stability  of
Cr6Te8(PEt3)6.  The  ground  state  structure  of  Cr6Te8(PEt3)6  cluster  is  antiferromagnetic  and
ligated  cluster  has  a  much  lower  ionization  energy  and  electron  affinity  as  compared  to  ligated
clusters.
This  study  opens  the  scope  for  analyzing  more  ligated  clusters  and  observe  the  behavior  of  the
clusters on adding different type of ligands.  The superexchange mechanism of Te bridging two Cr
atoms can also be researched in detail.  The information and data collected during the study can be
utilized to predict the properties and characteristics of other ligated and non-ligated clusters.
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